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Figure 1.  Deictic positioning in the Trump inaugural ST 

 

 

(3) けOデｴWヴげ っヴWﾏﾗデWﾐWゲゲ: the establishment; a 

small group in Washington DC; criminal gangs; 

other countries taking our jobs  

(1) Past: American 

greatness, followed 

by decline 

(1) Future: Make America great 

again 

(2) Modality/Appraisal: 

-security, threats; - 

capacity, poor policies; 

+Affect, +Judgement, 

+Appreciation of 

America/the people; 

many indicators of 

Graduation; trend to 

dialogic contraction 

Deictic centre:  I; we (Trump and his 

team); we, the citizens of America; 

physically present addressees; a new 

vision here and now 

The けaﾗヴｪﾗデデWﾐげ American people to 

whom we (Trump and his team) will give 

power 


